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SPECIAL SESSION SUMMARY

The Adaptive and Less Adaptive Impact of Visceral and Cognitive Facets of Emotional
Experience

Laurette Dubé, McGill University
Catherine Cole, University of Iowa

Emotional experiences entail a complex mixture of visceral
and expressive reactions, which, combined with conceptual repre-
sentations of these, guide consumer responses to internal and
external events of significance. This special topic session featured
recent research that pushes the frontier of our understanding of the
adaptive (i.e., contribute to consumer welfare) and non adaptive
(i.e., impede consumer welfare) impact of the visceral and cogni-
tive facets of emotional experiences on judgments, decision making
and behavior.

In support of the adaptive value of the visceral facets of
emotional experience, Cole, Denburg, and Bechara reported results
from two studies demonstrating that normal older persons with
decision making impairments on a laboratory task that is sensitive
to the integrity of the ventromedial prefrontal cortices (VMPC), an
area of the brain that is central to emotional processing, were more
likely to be deceived by misleading advertising than either normal
older adults without such decision making impairments or normal
younger adults.

The second presenters, Shiv, Loewenstein, Bechara, Damasio
H., Damasio A., reported studies in which normal individuals and
patients with bi-lateral lesions in their ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (VMPFC) engaged in an investment task. The investment
task was structured such that the optimal strategy would be to invest
in all rounds since the expected value on each round is greater than
a dollar. Results were supportive of non adaptive value of emotional
experience. Specifically, the authors found that normal individuals
deviated more from the optimum than VM-patients, hypothetically
because they were reacting emotionally to the outcomes the previ-
ous round(s), while VM-patients did not. Normal individuals were
probably being negatively affected by memories of emotional
experiences in prior investment rounds, becoming more risk-averse
if they lost and more risk-seeking if they won, regardless of their
knowledge about expected value.

In the third paper, Dubé and Paquet explored the possibility
that individual differences in a cognitive facet of emotions, i.e., how
emotional experience is conceptually represented in one’s mind,
modulate the power of emotions in playing their adaptive and less
adaptive roles as responsive and guiding devices. Results show that
more complex conceptual representation of emotion was tied to a
less powerful impact of emotions as a guide for judgments and
behavior, regardless of whether the function of these responses was
adaptive or not. In addition, individuals whose representation was
organized around positive affects, emotions were more powerful
predictor of drives, judgments and behaviors than they were in other
individuals whose structure of experience was not dominated by
positive emotions.

The first discussant, Antoine Bechara, presented a basic neu-
roscience model of emotions, emphasizing its power and bound-
aries in terms of its ability to inform consumer research by its
description of somatic processes and brain events underlying emo-
tional experience and its impact on judgments, decision making and
behavior. He also suggested innovative development by integrating
more of the complexity of conceptual representation and social
interaction into research on the visceral, experiential facets of
emotions in order to better specify conditions leading to adaptive or

not adaptive functions. The second discussant, Ulf Boekenholt,
presented a model in which experiential and conceptual represen-
tations of both affects and cognitions are seen as driving decision
making. He addressed the challenges bearing on design, measure-
ment, and identifiability issues in modeling the influence of emo-
tions on consumer choice, considering that experiential and con-
ceptual information in many ways, feed each other in an interactive
manner as they modulate the adaptive and less adaptive roles
emotions may play.


